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On the Periodicity of Regular Languages 
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School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
A subclass of regular languages called periodic languages and the corresponding 
finite automata having nontrivial periodid, structure are characterized in this 
paper. Canonical forms of the regular expressions representing such periodic 
languages are presented. A systematic procedure to determine the periodicity 
of any given regular expression is devised through a differential approach. 
Closure properties of periodic languages are found. Relationships between 
period!c languages and other subclasses of regular languages, uch as finite sets 
and definite languages, are established. We demonstrate a periodic formation of 
the grammatical production rules for periodic languages. The reducibility of 
periodic automata and languages i  also studied. 
1. PERIODIC AUTOMATA AND THEIR ACCEPTED LANGUAGES 
Any finite automaton , whose state set can be partitioned into more than one 
cyclic subsets and follows a periodic transition logic among partitioned subsets, 
is called a periodic automaton. The regular languages accepted by periodic 
automata re called periodic languages. Note that periodic languages contain 
iterative "substrings" with "periods" greater than or equal to two. We shall 
characterize such periodic languages in terms of iteratively structured regular 
expressions and some periodic formation of the generating rammars. 
The class of periodic languages i  to be shown mutually exclusive with the 
class of definite languages (Perles, et al., 1963), which contains the finite sets. 
In fact, a definite language accepted by a definite automaton consists of strings 
with fixed suffices, while a periodic language contains trings with fixed prefices 
and fixed suffices plus some iterative substrings in between. 
It was Gill (1964) who first brought the attention of periodic structure in 
sequential machines, Salomaa (t968, 1970), Gyrzmala-Busse (1969) and Hwang 
(1975) formulated periodic automata s special cases of time-varying automata. 
Subsequently, Gill and Flexer (1967), Guha and Yeh (1974) and Hwang (1973, 
1974) studied the periodicity of deterministic and stochastic sequential machines. 
Here, we are concerned with the language aspects of periodic finite-state 
machines with non-trivial periods strictly greater than 1. We adopt a set- 
theoretic approach (Hopcroft, et al., 1969, Naughton, et al., 1960, Robin, et al., 
1959) using derivatives of regular expressions (Brzozowki, 1964). Furthermore, 
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we rule out the trivial case of autonomous automata defined over singleton 
alphabet set. 
We shall follow the lines of Rabin and Scott (1959) in defining afinite auto- 
maton as .4 ~ (S, M, so, F )  over a finite alphabet E, where S is a nonempty 
finite state set; M: S × E -~ S is the state transition function, s o ~ S is a unique 
initial state and F_C S is the subset of designated final states. A periodic auto- 
maton is formally defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. Aperiodic automaton is a finite automaton P = (S, M, So, F )  
over alphabet E together with a pair of integer parameters (t, p). These two 
parameters atisfy t ~ 0 and p >/2  and are called respectively the transient 
duration and the period of P. Furthermore, P must  satisfy the following set of 
conditions. 
(a) The state set S can be partitioned into t + p disjoint classes 
I It+~°-I S {Sk}~ +~-x ~ {Sk ] 0 • k < t + p - -  1} such that S vk=o k and S in  S~ : ¢ 
for all i v ~ j and s o ~ S O . Note that S~ % ¢ for all k. 
(b) The final state set F can be partitioned into t + p or less disjoint 
classes {Fk}~ +~-1 ---- {F~ ] 0 ~ k ~ t + p - -  1} such that F : vk=ol I*+~-iFk, in 
t+~o-i 
which ¢ C F~ C S~, 0 ~ k ~ t + p --  1 and ~)k=t F~ # ¢. 
(c) The transition function M can be refined to be a function-theoretic 
union of a set of restricted transition functions {M~}~ +p-1 = (Mk = M I S~ × 
E -+Sk+I ,  0~k~<t+p- -2  and Mt+~- I=M]St+, -1  ×E~St}  such 
i i~+~-i that M = ~=o Mi" 
In the sequel, we shall call a periodic automaton with parameters (t, p) simply 
a (t, p)-periodic automaton and denote it as P(t, a) with the following quadruple. 
P(t, a) = ({S~}*o+'-1; ~n/r x~+~-l. , -~o  , So ;(F~}~+~-~).  (1) 
Those states in the transient portion {Si ] 0 ~ i ~ t -- 1} of a P(t, a) are called 
transient states and those in the periodic portion {Sj [ t ~ j ~ t + p - -  1} are 
called periodic states. Note that some of periodic states must be final states by 
condition (b). Transient states that can not be reached from the initial state s o 
will not be included in our discussion, since they are redundant in essence. This 
leads to the fact that each of the restricted transition functions M~: S~ × .E--+ E~+~ 
is a surjeetive (onto) mapping except for i = t - -  1 or t + p - -  1 in which the 
union of the two functions Mr-l: St_~ × E --+ St and M~+~_~: S~+~o_1 × E --+ St 
form an onto mapping Mr-1 U M~+,_~ defined by St u St+,_~ × E --+ St .  
We associate ach P(t, a) with a state graph Gp [9]. All the periodic states (nodes) 
are contained in various loops on Gp with loop lengths equal to multiples of the 
period p. We shall denote the length of a string 2 as lg(~), which equals the 
number of symbols in ~. When k = lg(2), we simply denote ~ ~ E ~, where E ~ 
is the set of all possible strings of length k defined over alphabet E. 
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The response function of a P(t, a) to an input string ~ e E*, where E* is the 
set of all strings over E, is a mapping Up: E* --+ S defined recursively by 
~p(~) ~- So, where A is the empty string in E* 
(V~ ~ 72") if X -~ 37 • z for some y e E* and some z E E, we have 
hVp(~) ---- 7-'e(y. z) ---- t M1g(y)(tFP(y)' z) if ig(X) ~< t --  1 
(Mt+(lg(Y)_t)(ModfP)(lllp(y), 2:) if lg(X) >/ t  (2) 
DEFINITION 2. An input string ~ e E* is accepted by a P(t, a), if and only if 
(henceforth iff) 
~p(~) e Flg(~) (3) 
where the index lg(~) should be replaced by t + (lg(2) - -  t)(mod p), if lg(2) >~ t. 
We shall call the set of all acceptable strings of a P(t, a) a (t, p)-periodic language 
and denote it as 
T(P(t, p)) = {~ I NP(x) eFlg(~), ~e  E*} (4) 
Let us use an example to il]ustrate the above automaton model and its accep- 
tance condition. The language generated will be characterized in the next 
section. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider a P(t, p) ---- P(2, 3) over E = {0, 1}, with transient 
duration t ~ 2 and period p ~ 3. The state graph Up of P(2, 3) is shown in 
Fig. 1. The doubly-circled nodes refer to final accepting states and the initial 
× 
x 
0 0 
1 
x c {0 , ]}  ( t ,p )  = (2 ,3)  
FIG. l. The state graph Gp of a periodic automation P(2, 3) with transient duration 
t = 2 and periodp = 3. 
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states o is  indicated by an unoriginated arrow. The given periodic automaton 
can be specified P(2, 3) = ({S~}~ ; {M,}o 4 ; S O ; {F~}o4) :, where subsets of states 
So = {So};  s, = {h ~, C}; & = {C, s?, C}; & = {s?, C}; s~ = {sp, s?}, and 
Fo = ¢; F~ = {sa 1, @}; F~ = {s82}; F3 = ¢ and F4 = {s2~}. Consider an input 
string 1110, we wish to decide whether 1110 is acceptable by P(2, 3) or not. 
~,p(1110) = M3(M2(M,(Mo(so, 1), 1), 1), O) 
= M3(M~(M,(s ~, 1), 1), O) 
= M~(M2(s2 ~, 1), 0) (5) 
' = M~(s~ a, O) 
= sp ¢F4 
Therefore, string 1110 is not acceptable by P(2, 3 )or  we say that 1110 ¢ 
T(P(2, 3)). On the other hand, one can show that T~, ( l l l ! )=  s~'~F 4 or 
1111 e T(P(2,  3)). 
2. CANONICAL FORMS OF PERIODIC EXPRESSIONS 
Any regular expression R over alphabet set E can be written as a finite number 
of subsets of E* interrelated by a finite number of applications of the operators 
+,  -, * (Union, Concatenation and Set Closure respectively). Let [ R[ be the 
regular language represented by R. Consider a string ~ E IR 1. Assume 
/9 E /c  N = y " x " z, where y ~ E ~, ~ ~ (E' )*  and ~cUk=0 The substring ~of~ 
has a length qp for Some q >~ 1 andp ~> 2. Then ~can be divided into qprimitive 
substrings of length p each as depicted in Fig. 2. Several consecutive primitive 
substrings of ~ form a p-iterative substring of the given string. Several such 
Substring F 
Substring E 
( 1"  -3 
Substring D 
(- 
P.S. P.S. P.S. P,S, P.S. 
x=~ x L×2 . . . .  P Xp+ 1 . . . .  2p X2p+l .°° 3p  X3p+l . . . . .  (q-2)p ~q-2)p+l . . . .  (q-1)p X(q-1)p+l°'';qp 
Substring A L Subsiding B 
Substr ing c 
P.S. (*Pr imit ive Substr ing)  Each x i E E for a l I  1 z- i  Z_qp. 
FIG. 2. Primitive substrings and several possible p-iterati~e substrings of a string 
e (E~)*. 
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substrings are shown in Fig. 2. The substrings 3~ and 2 of N are called the prefix 
and suffix of N respectively. The concept ofp-iterative substrings plays a central 
role in our formulation of periodic languages. 
DEFINITION 3. A (t, p)-periodic expression R(t, p) over alphabet E for some 
integer parameters t /> 0 andp /> 2 is a regular expression of the following form 
(6): 
where I, J are two finite sets of indices such that set I is a subset of set J; that 
is I C J. U is a finite set of strings of maximum length t - -  1 
t--1 
U~ Z Ek (7) 
k=0 
Note that the summation here represents the union operation. Each V i for i ~ I 
is a finite set of strings with exact length t 
V~ _CE t 
Each Wij for i ~ I and j  ~ J is an infinite set ofp-iterative substrings. In general, 
Wij C_ (E~)* 
Each X~ for j ~ J is a finite set of strings of maximum length p 
_c Z 00) 
In the sequel, we shall call Vi ,  Wi j ,  X j  the prefix set, iteration set and suf fx  
set respectively. Set U will be called an iteration-free set. Obviously any 
R(t,  p) C_ E* and i R(t, p)] is the language set represented. We shall show that 
] R(t,  P)l can be generated by some P(t, p). 
Consider a periodic automaton P(t, p). We wish to derive a canonical regular 
expression for representing the periodic language T(P(t, p)). Each state subset 
S k = {sl k, s2~,..., s~k } in P is associated with an index set Ii~ = {1, 2,..., nk}. We 
are particularly interested in investigating the iterative transitions from a state 
si* ~ St to a state sjt ~ St • Note that n~ = ] S~ I is the cardinality of set Sa.  
We may extend the transition functions M~ to Mil:: Si  × E k -+ Si+k • The 
mapping Mi  ~ for all k > 0 is recursively defined by Mi~(sr i, x lx 2 "" xT~) = 
M~+~l(Mi(s~ i, xl), x 2 ,..., xk) and Mi  ° is defined by Mi°(Sr i, A)= Sr ~, where 
sr ~ ~ Si  , xax2 "'" xk ~ E k, Mi(s~ i, xl) ~ Si+l and Z is the null string. Note that 
St = St+~ for all m >~ 1. Therefore, we can write M~V: S t × E ~ --+ S t . 
Let R~ ) for all 0 ~ k <~ n t be the regular expression for the set of all possible 
input strings taking the P(t, p) from state si t to state s~ t without traversing 
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through any intermediate state s~ t ~ S t such that k < m ~ n t This R (~) can be 
• iS 
recursively defined as follows: 
R!O) t{2 ] Mt~(si t, ~) = ss t, if i # j 
,s = ~above + {h}, if i = j  
R(~) h)(k-~) D(k-1) . (R(~-I))*. D(k--1) (1 ~ k ~ n,) (11) iS = - ' iS _Jr_ -~'ile "LtkS 
Let I~ be a subset of the index set It for St such that for each state si t ~ St 
and each i ~ I t ,  there exist at least an input sequence ~a E t such that Tp(~) = si t. 
Let us define several finite sets 
S = {2 ] ~r_/p(,~) ffFlgC~)~, E U} 
Bi  = {Y I Y ff Et;~Tr(Y) = s, t e St}  (12) 
D¢ = {~ [ 2 e E%~Mtm(s5 t, 2) 6 Ft+m for 0 ~< m ~< p} 
THEOREM 1. Given any periodic expression R(t, p) for some t >~ 0 and p >/2,  
there exists a periodic automaton P(t, p) such that 
I R(t, P)I = r(P(t ,  p)) (13) 
Proof. Given R(t, p) in the form as defined in Eq. (6)• One can always 
construct a finite automation P from R(t, p) using either the method by 
(Naughton and Yamada 1960) or the method by (Brzozowki 1964). We can 
partition the states of P into t + p disjoint classes {St}~ +~-1 to satisfy the condi- 
tions of a periodic automation P(t, p) as follows: The index set of subset St is 
denoted as I t = J. Define the index subset I = I~ C I t to correspond to those 
states in St that can be reached from states in St_ 1 in one-step of transition as 
governed by the mapping Mr_l: S,-1 × E -+ St • The iteration-free set U 
corresponds to the set H of all strings accepted by the transient final states in 
P(t, p). The prefix set F" i for each i ~/,  corresponds to the set B i of all prefix 
strings of exact length t, which will take the P(t, p) from the initial state s o to 
a state si t ~ S t . The iteration set Wi5 for all i ~ I and j ~ jr, where n t = I St [ 
corresponds to the set R~] 0 of all possible p-iterative substrings that drive the 
machine P(t, a) from state si t ~ S t to state sJ E St for all i ~ ]'t and j E I t .  The 
suffix set Xj for all j ~ jr corresponds to the set Dj of all possible suffices of 
length no greater than p. The double summation Zi~l and ~e¢ exhaust all the 
possibilities for I = I~ and J = I t . Therefore, we have proved that the expres- 
sion R(t, p) leads to T(P(t, p). The converse is also true due to the fact that 
• R (n*) • Ds) satisfies the canonical form speci- T(P(t, p) = H + Ei~l; Bi (Es~s, --is 
fled in Definition 3. Q.E.D. 
Note that, in the above derivations, when the transient duration t ~ 1, we 
have S o = {So}. However, if t = 0, the case of a transient-free automaton, we 
have s o = si ° ~ S o for some i ~/'0 = {1, 2,..., i,...., no} where n o = I So 1. 
COROLLARY 1. 
periodic language corresponding to the following (0, p )-periodic expression 
R(O, p) = ~ o('~°) " Dj *~OJ 
J~I  o 
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A transient-free periodic automaton P(0, p) accepts a (0, p)- 
where n o = ] So [ and I o is the index set of set S O . 
(14) 
D I= ~, 
H=0+I ,  
B 1=00+01+10,  B 2=11,  
D 2 = 11 + 110, D 3 = h + 01 + 11 + 010 + 110. 
Applying the iterative formula (11), we have 
R(a) = 4; 12 
R(3) = 4; 13 
Therefore, the expression i  (15) can be reduced to the following form. 
R(2, 3) = H + B 2 • --22P(3). D2 + B~. ~23~(3) • D 3 (16) 
Now we need to evaluate the expression m3) and m3) using formula (11) for ' ' 23  " '23 
k=3.  
R(3) p(2) ~)(2). (R~§)),. R~i) 22 = ~'22 -~" ~'23 (17) 
23 : " '23 -[- *~23 ~33 
where the second-order xpressions for k = 2 are 
R(~) ~(1) ~(1). (R~i)),. R~i) t~(1)~, 22 : ~22 -J- ~'22 : \~'22 ] 
R(2)  ]~(1) -L. 1~(1), (R~12) ) , ,  ]~(1) = (R~12) ) , ,  j~( i )  
~3 = " '23  - - " '22  " '23  " '23 ,  (18)  
33 = "'3~ + "'32 - (R  " '~23, 
R(2) ~)(~) p(~) ~) * t?(~) ~(~). (~(~)~* 32 = ~'32 + " '32 " (R  ) " ~'22 : ~'32 k*'22 ] 
By Formula (12), we have 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the P(2, 3) specified in Example 1. We have the 
index sets I t= I2  ={1,2,3},  I t =12={1,2}  and nt= IS21 =3.  The 
(2, 3)-periodic expression R(2, 3) takes the following form 
= . . p(a) . D2 + #a) . Da ) R(2,3) H+B 1 (R~]) n l+ .u~ --~3 
+ B2 • tP(3) " D1 + ~(3). D2 + ~(3). D3 ) (15) k ' '21  " '22 ~L23 
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Now, we have to evaluate the first-order expressions before substituting back- 
ward• These expressions can be simplified ue to the fact that *~l~P(°) = *~lam°) =
by formula (11). Therefore we have for k = 1 
~(1) ~(o) ~(o) ~o)), ./~(o) ~(o) ,~ + 111 
R(•) ~,(o) ~,(o) ~o) , .  ~,(o) 23 = * '23 = " '21  " (R  ) * ' i3  
R(,) _ ~,(o) p(o) .  (R~O)),. ~,(o) 
33 - -  *~33 @ *~31 * - la  
Rm R(O) + ~,(o) (R~O)),. ~,)o) 
32 ~ 32 * '3 I  " 
~?(o) = 110 ~-  ~23 (19) 
~(o) 010 + 110 + A 
p(o )=011+l l l  
We then substitute these first-order subexpressions into the second-order 
expressions and, in turn, substitute the second-order subexpressi0ns into the 
third-order expressions ~(a) and ~,(a) 
R~i ) = 111" + 111' '  110 -(010 + 110 + (011+ 11!) : 
• (111)* • 110)* .(011 + 111). (111)*,  (20)  
R(a)=( l l l ) , . l10 . ( (010+l10_t_ (011_ l _ l l l ) . ( l l l ) , . l10) ,  (21) 23 ~ 
Substituting these subexpressions into (16), we obtain the (2, 3)-periodic: 
expression Which represents the periodic languages accepted by the periodic 
automata specified in Example 1. ' 
R(2, 3) = (0-I- 1) + 11. (111" + 111" • 110- 
(010-1- 110 + (011 + I l l )  .(111)*- 110)* • 
(011 -1- 111).(111)*)-(!1 + 110)+ 
11 • ((010 -I- 110 -I- (011 + 111). (111)* • 110)*. 
(h+01+l l+010+l i0 )  (22) 
3. AN ALGORITHM FOR DETECT ING THE PER IODIC ITY  OF REGULAR EXPRESSIONS:  
We are interested in deciding whether a given regular expression R happens 
to be R(t, p) for some t >/0 and p /> 2 or not. A regular expression is said to 
be aperiodic, if its is not periodic for any such pair (t, p) unless we relax the 
condition to include the trivial case ofp = 1. Two regular expressions E and F 
are said to be similar, denoted E ~-- F, if E can ' be transformed to F through 
a finite number of applications of the regular operators closure *, concatenation • 
and union -[-. There are infinite tautological regular identities that can be applied 
to transform a given expression to a desired form. Unfortunately, there is no 
systematic way of sequencing such transformations, Distinct regular expressions 
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are those which are not similar, denoted as E ~ F. Let the derivative D~R 
of a regular expression R with respect o string 2~ E* be defined as that in 
Brzozowki (1964). 
DEFINITION 4. Let d be the smallest integer such that the following inclusion 
condition is Satisfied 
where the derivative sets 
A _C B, (23) 
A = {DyR [ • E Ed+l}, (24) 
B = ID~R [ 2e ~ (25) 
Since every regular expression R has a finite number of distinct types of 
derivatives, the condition given in (23) implies that no more new types of deriva- 
tives can be generated by applying input strings of lengths greater than d. 
LEMMA 1. Given a (t, p)-periodic expression R(t, p). The parameter d as 
defined above for R(t, p) is always lower bounded 
t+p- -1  <d (26) 
Proof. According to the proofs given in Brzozowki (1964) and Neughton, 
et al., (1960), each distinct derivative type of a regular expression corresponds 
to a distinct state on the corresponding minimal state graph. With a given 
R(t, p), the corresponding state graph obviously has n states uch that n > t + p. 
By definition of d, we know that d + 1 ~ n. Therefore, we have proved the 
lower bound in (26). Q.E.D. 
This Lemma shows that the sum of two parameters, t + p, is always upper 
bounded by d + 1. Therefor e, only finite combinations of the pair (t, p) need 
to be checked in order to reveal their values. Of course, t ~ 0 and p ~ 2 
must be satisfied. Let H be the iteration-free portion (*-free) and Q be the 
iterative portion (defined with * operators) of a given regular expression R. 
For example, if R= 10+01"(010+ 101)*'0 then H= 10 and Q = 
01 - (010+101)* '0andR=H+Q.  
THEOREM 2. Given a regular expression R such that R = H + Q as described 
above. It can be concluded that 
R = R(t, p) 
for some t ~ 0 and p >/2, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(27) 
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(1) There exists no 2 ~ E* and a ~ E such that D~R _~_ DeaR. 
(2) DyH = ;g for all y ~ E*, 
d le (3) For al ly ~ E ~, there exists at least one ~ ~ ~=0 E such that DyR _~ D~R 
and y ~ 2, 
(4) I fD~R ~_ D~R for some ~ ~ Ekl and ~ ~ Ek2, then (k 2 -- kl) Mod p ~ 0, 
where t ~ k 1 < k 2 ~ d. 
Proof. The conditions (1) and (2) ensure that H is a finite set corresponding 
to accepted strings of lengths less than t. Conditions (2) and (3) further estrict 
the maximum transient time to be exact . Conditions (3) and (4) show that all 
the iterative substrings in Q must have prefices of length t, follow by p-iterative 
substrings and end with suffices of lengths less than p -+- 1 for some p ~ 2. 
With these conditions, it is sufficient o write R in the form of an R(t, p) as 
defined in formula (6), in which H ~_ U and O _~ ~i~i Vi " (~ j  Wis " X~). 
Q.E.D. 
The period p of a (t, p)-periodic expression R(t, p) can be COROLLARY 2. 
obtained by 
P --- g.c.d.{(k2 - - kl)  [ t -~ k I < k 2 < d} .,(28) 
where k2 , h 1 are defined in condition (4) of Theorem 2 and d was given in Definition 4. 
By checking the successive derivatives of a given regular expression R with 
respect o a finite number of bounded input strings, we can either determine 
R = R(t, p) or prove that R is aperiodic (with p = 1). The detection of the 
periodicity parameter (t, p) of any regular expression is illustrated by' the 
algorithmic procedures in Fig. 3. The procedures are essentially based on 
checking the sufficient conditions given in the proofs of Theorem 2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Given a regular expression 
R = (0-k 1) -(00 + 01 -k 10 + 11)* -0 (29) 
over alphabet set E = {0, 1}. All the distinct derivative of R are compiled below: 
DaR = R = DolR = DnR, 
DoR = D1R = (00 + 01 -k i0-k 11)* • 0, 
Door = DloR = )t -]- (0 -j- 1)- (00 @ 01 + 10 + 11)*-0, 
DxR = DoR for all ~ ~ E k with k ~ 3 (30) 
By Formula (24) and (25), we obtain 
A = (noR)  
B = {R, DoR , Doo R} (31) 
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Given a regular expression R and all i~s derivatives 1 I 
Find t ~ O, p 2 2 such that  R = R( t ,p )  l 
Fie. 3. 
expression. 
i 
Determine the value of parameter d 
using Definition 4. Set ndex m=O 
I - x ×a 
]1  0 
NO 
10bto,o thor . . . .  , ot durotioo J 
• z za  y 
NO 
I m+ 
I YES 
d),"{ Ca lc~lo te  the  per iod  p = qocod.  { (k2 -k l )  ] fo r  a l l  t ~ k 1 < k 2 
where  k l ,  k 2 are  de f ined  in Coro l la ry  2. 
YES 
YES 
Obtain the p e r i o d ~  ... p ~ 2 R is aperiodic ~-  
The algorithm for detecting the periodicty parameters (t, p) of a given regular 
The fact that A C B implies that d = 2. Applying the periodicity-detection 
algorithm, we reveal the transient duration t = 0 due to the fact that set H -~ ¢. 
Derivatives obtained above show only two string loop lengths k 1 = 2k or 
k 2 = 4k for k >~ t. This is verified by the following identities 
DaR = Do lR  =-  DllR : DooolR = Doo11R = DloolR = Dlo11R (32) 
By Formula (28), we obtain the period of the given expression R 
p = g.c.d.{2k, 4k i k ) 1} = 2 (33) 
Therefore, we conclude that R specified in (29) is a R(t, p) = R(O, 2) expression 
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with parameters (t, p) = (0, 2). This can be further verified by the state graph 
corresponding to R as shown in Fig. 4. 
x c {0,1} 
(t,p) = (0,2) 
FIO. 4. The state graph G1, for a periodic automation P(0, 2) which defines the 
periodic expression R(O, 2) = (0 + 1) • (00 + 01 + 10 + 11)* • 0. 
4. SYNTACTIC PROPERTIES OF PERIODIC LANGUAGES 
Let ~ be the class of all periodic languages with parameters t />  0 andp ) 2; 
that is 
fd = {I R(t, p)l t >/0, p >/2} (34) 
Obviously $2 is a subclass of the class of F of all regular languages. Let F be 
a finite set of E*. The following Lemma shows that F can not be periodic. 
LEMMA 2. No finite language can be a (t, p)-periodic language for some t >~ 0 
and p >~ 2. 
Proof. Let ] R [ = T(A) for some finite automaton A. A can not be a periodic 
automaton P(t, p), unless we include the trivial case of  p = 1 and set t = 
~e~F (lg(2)) and with Fi = ~ for all i >~ t, which violates the condition (b) of 
a periodic automaton. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5. Let P ( t ,p )= ({Si}~+~-l; {Mi}to+P-1; So, {Fi}~ +~-1) be a 
periodic automaton. The following periodic automaton 
: P ( t ,  p)  = <{Si}~+/)'I; f]l/] -it+~o-1. ,-,-i,o , so, {Gi}~o +~-1) (35) 
is called the complemented periodic automaton of the P(t, p), where G i = Si -- F, 
for all 0 ~ i ~< t + p --  1 are the complement set of set F i relative to set Si • 
LEMMA 3. The class £2 of periodic languages is closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let t R(t, P)I = T(P(t, a)) be a periodic language defined by some 
periodic automaton P(t, a). Then ]E* --  R(t, p)] = E* --  T(P(t, a) = T(P( t ,  a)) 
for the complemented periodic automaton P(t, a) defined above. Q.E.D: 
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DEFINITION 6. Given any two periodic automata P, ( t l ,  Pl) and P2(t2, P2) 
over the same alphabet E. 
/j-q,(lh,',~+*~-1. ;a/t(m,q+~rl. s~1); {Fi}h+~'i-*) P , (q ,  P,) = \ t~i  ,o , t*,*i ,o , (36) 
/fV(2)'~t2+~2--1. y ]l//(2)'~t2"F~o2--1. e(2). y]q;~ "~t2+avg--l\ P~(t~ , P2) = \ t~i  m , t="i to , °o , t~i~0 / 
The direct-product periodic automaton of P l ( t l ,  Pl) and P2(t2, p~) is a periodic 
automaton P~.,(t, p) with parameters (t, p) having values 
t = Max(C, te) (37) 
p = 1.c.m. (P l ,  P.2) 
mi 
.q(2)~.t+~--l. {M}I) a/t(2)~t+~-l. PI2( t, P) {{S~ 1) X ~, to , × "'*~ to , 
• p(21~+~,-1\ (38)  &) ;  × : ,  ,o 
where Mi: (S~ 1) × S~ )). × E -+ ~+i'qm × ~'i+1¢(2) is defined by Mi((a , b), x) = 
(M~')(a, x), MJ')(b, x)) = (a,/3) if M$i'(a, x) = ~ and M~')(b, x) =/3. 
A string is accepted by the product machine P12(t, p), if it is acceptable by 
both of the component machines. In the above definitions, all the subscripts i 
should be modified to tl + ( i -  tl)(Mod Pl) or to t2 + (i -- tz)(Mod P2) when 
necessary. 
LEMMA 4. The class g? of periodic languages i closed under intersection. 
Proof. Let I Ra(tl, P~)[ and [ R2(t2, P2)] be two periodic languages accepted 
by two periodic automata P l ( t l ,  Pl) and P~(t2, P2) respectively. The intersection 
language ]Rl(tl,pl)] n TR2(tz,p~)[ is accepted by the product machine 
P12(t, p) of P l ( t l ,  p~) and P2(t2, P2) as defined above. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. The class f2 of all periodic languages forms a Boolean algebra of 
sets. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. Q.E.D. 
TI~EOREM 4. Let A be the class of definite languages, rr be the class of finite 
languages, and D be the class of periodic languages. Then we have 
rr C A (39) 
A n f2 = ¢ (40) 
Pro@ The proof of (39) can be found in Perles et al., (1963). (40) indicates 
that A and /2 are mutually exclusive. It is proved as follows: Consider a 
R(t, p) ~ ~, expressed in the canonical form (6). 
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We can write R(t, p) = H + Q for some H _C ~<~ E k and Q # ~, where 
= " (~ R("') " Dj), (41) 
iel~C1, j 
R(", ) _C (E~)* and D~ _CL<~ E ~. For Bi C E~; ~i~l~ Bi -~ E~; --ij 
Let D(h) e A be a k-definite language. By [10], we can write 
D(k) ---- F + G (42) 
For some F C_ ~i<k E~ and G = E* • M where M C E ~. 
Because, we restrict p ~ 2, the iterative protion G in D(k) can never be 
equivalent to its counterpart Q in R(t, p). If [ R(t, p)[ = I D(k)[ ~ O, we must 
have D(k) -~ F -~ R(t, p) = H, which violates the condition that Q =/: ~. 
Q.E.D. 
The hierarchical relationships between periodic languages and other sub- 
classes of regular languages are summarized in the Vann diagram of Fig. 5. 
FIG. 5. 
Regular Languages 
Aperiodic 
Languages 
(p=1) 
Definite 
Languages 
The Venn diagram showing various subclasses of regular languages. 
5. PERIODIC GRAMMARS AND REDUCIBILITY PROBLEM 
Regular grammars generating periodic languages are characterized below. 
We then present he reducibility problem associated with periodic automata. 
THEOREM 5. Let G -~ <N, E, P, ~> be the regular grammar which generates 
a I R(t, p)[ language. Then the set N of nonterminal symbols and the set P of  
production rules can be each partitioned into exact t + p subclasses. 
N = (N~ I 0 <~i<~ t+p- -  1} (43) 
P = {Pi I 0 ~ i <~ t +p- -  1} (44) 
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such that, i f  production rule 
B --+ a " C or 1) ~ a (45) 
is in subclass Pi , then we set respectively 
B ~ N i  or D e N i  (46) 
and 
C ~ Ni+l 
or  
C ~ N~ (47) 
for  i = t + p - -  I, where a ~ E is any terminal symbol. 
P ro@ Given the grammarG. LetL(G) = [ R(t, P)I be the periodic language 
generated by G. As proved in [1], we can construct a nondeterministic finite 
automaton such that L(G) = T(N), where T(N) is the language accepted by N. 
Furthermore, we can construct a deterministic finite automaton M such that 
T(M) = T(N). Thus T(M) = I R(t, p)[. This means that the finite automaton 
M can be formulated as a (t, p)-periodic automaton 
v~,,o,o , ,o ,  {F~}~,+~% (48) 
Let M: S × E--+ S be the set-theoretic union of the above transition 
functions {Mk}~ +~-1 for machine M and P: N -+ E × {N k) ),} be the production 
set of the grammar G. We can establish an isomorphism 
¢: M -+ P (49) 
such that the two partitions N, P stated in (43) and (44) can be obtained as 
follows: 
(i) The subclass Pi in P contains production B ~ aC, iff Mi(sjia) = s~ +~ 
for some states s~ ~ Si and s~ +1 ~ Si+l and a ~ E. (Or iVii(s/, a) ---- s~ ~ if i = 
t + p -- 1). Then make B ~ N i  and C ~ Ni+l (or C ~ N i  if i = t -{- p --  1). 
(ii) The subclass Pi in P contains D -+ a, iff Mi(s / ,  a) = s~ 1 for some 
s~ i ~ Si  and s~ 1 ~Fi+l ,  whereF/+l C_ Si+a (or make i + 1 = t i f /=  t + p --  1). 
In this case, make D ~ N i .  Q.E.D. 
The following example will clarify the above partition procedures. 
EXAMPLE 4. Given a regular grammar G ~ ((B, C, D}, {0, 1}, P; B) which 
generates the following (0, 2)-periodic language 
R(0, 2) = (0 + 1) -(00 + 01 + 10 + 11)* -0 (50) 
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with production set 
P: B --~ OD, 
B --~ 1D, 
C --~ OD, 
C----~ ID, 
D----~ C, 
D-+O,  
D--~ 1B, 
(51) 
One can construct a periodic automaton P(0, 2) as shown in Fig. 4 in state- 
graph form. The corresponding partitions on the production set P and on the 
nonterminal set 2V are obtained as P = {P0,/1} with 
Po -~ {B --~ OD, B -+ 1D, C -+ OD, C---~ 1D}, 
(52) 
/)1 = {D--+ C, D-~O,  D--~ 1B}. 
and N ---- {No, N1} with 
N0 = {B, C} (53) 
N~ = {D} 
Consider a periodic automaton Pl(t 1 , Pl) with transient duration tt and period 
Pl • The following result shows that P l ( t l ,  Pl) can be reformulated as a P2(t~, Pc) 
automaton if p2 is a divisor of pl .  The following result shows that P1(tl, Pl) can be 
reformulated as a P2(t2, P2) automaton ifpz is a divisor of p l .  Two finite automata 
are equivalent if they accept he same regular sets. We are interested in finding 
the equivalence con&ions of two periodic automata with different periods. 
DEFINITION 7. The subsets of all periodic state {S~ [ t ~< k ~< t + p - -  1} 
of a periodic automaton P(t, p) form a cyclic partition of exact p classes over the 
set z...7~=t S~ of periodic states. Note that the state transitions in a cyclic 
partition follow the periodic sequence 
1--~ St ~ St+l " -~ ' " -~ St+~-i -~  (54) 
( ____3 
under all possible inputs. 
THEOREM 6. Let Pl ( t l ,  Pl) and P2(t2, p~) be two periodic automata such that 
T(Pl( t l ,  Pl)) -~ T(P2(t2, P2)), that is Pa is equivalent to P2 . Then t~ ~ t2 and pz 
divides P2 i f  P1 < P~ . 
Proof. To prove t 1 = t~, one simply assume t1 ~ tz which must result in 
different iteration-free sets and prefix sets in the accepted sets T(P~(t 1 , Pl)) and 
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T(P2(tt, P2)) and thus they can not be equivalent, a contradiction. Therefore, 
t 1 = 12 = t. To prove Pl a divisor of Pa, we assume the contrary that Pl does 
not divide pz.  Consider the cyclic partitions % and % of the periodic states 
in two periodic automata Pl(t, p,) and P2(t, P2), respectively. 
,~ = {s~ ~) 1 t ~< i ~< t + p~ - 1} (55) 
% = {s~ ~) [ t ~< i <~ t 4 -p~-  1} (56) 
Pl < P2 implies that partition % must be a proper refinement of partition %,  
that is 
~2 ~< 'h (57) 
As proved in Hwang (1973), if Pl does not divide P2, the proper refinement 
relationship in (57) can never be achieved. Therefore, we conclude that P1 must 
be a divisor of p~ in order to achieve the equivalence relationship between the 
two periodic automata. Q.E.D. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Comprehensive treatments of periodic languages, periodic expressions, 
periodic automata nd periodic grammars are given in this paper. Meaningful 
extensions of this work can be directed to finding fast parsing algorithms for 
any "periodic" languages, not only regular but also context-free or context-sense 
languages with a nontrivial cyclic structure. 
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